Fitting Your BMW E46 Track-Pro Race Pedal
Box with Fly By Wire Accelerator
Obp Motorsport

(watch out for cheap Track-Pro and Pro-Race copies)
You can now get a obp pedal solution for the BMW E46 that gives
you full control over the front to rear brake bias and is easy to
install.
We have systems for the RHD and LHD cars
LHD BMW E46 Track-Pro Pedal Solution*

*The base plate may not be required

RHD BMW E46 Track-Pro Pedal Solution*
(With Extra Components)

*The base plate may not be required
The Track-Pro systems are designed to fit to the angle of the floor
pan, this revolutionary and innovative obp design is very easy to
install.
You will not have issues with the steering column / electrics getting
in the way or having to fit mounting brackets.
These are the normal issues you will encounter when you install a
universal fit race pedal box.

This E46 race pedal solution is perfect for Drifting, Rally, Race and
Track Day cars.
What is really clever about this unit is that the original BMW Fly By
Wire throttle pedal is used with this Track-Pro pedal box.
This is a fantastic solution to the problem of the Fly By Wire
system being very hard to get around.
With our obp BMW E46 pedal system you do not have to worry
about this problem any more.
Please have a look at the images below, it is a very easy
modification that is required to enable the original Fly By Wire
Accelerator system to be used and fitted to the obp Track-Pro
pedal system.

The first thing you will be required to do is remove the E46
Accelerator Pedal, remove the screws that hold the side cover on.

You will need to saw / cut through the bottom of the main unit. As
shown in the image above.
This will release the throttle pedal pad.

You will then have the pedal in the above state. You will need to
cut the ball off the end of the push rod and connect the plastic ball
joint that is supplied with the pedal box.
This is a tight fit however you may wish to use an adhesive to
secure the ball joint to the Fly By Wire push rod.

The Fly By Wire (FBW) unit is then bolted to the bracket on the
E46 pedal box, you will need to drill the bracket and the FBW unit
to secure.

This is then fitted into the car using the floor pan angle to secure
the pedal box.
obp is the leading manufacturer of pedal solutions in Europe and
heading toward the largest in the World.
We now have Track-Pro solutions for the Ford, Citroen, BMW, VW,
Peugeot, Renault and Suzuki.
If you require a system that is not on this list please get in touch
and let us see what we can do for you.
Thank you for your time, all of us at obp Ltd look forward hearing
from you soon.

